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What IS a bump cap? 
 

Personal Protection Equipment at Work Regulations requires that Head Protection 
be used in hazardous areas. A full assessment of the hazards must be undertaken to 
determine the suitability of Head Protection supplied. 
 

Bump Caps can be worn when there is a need to protect against accidental minor 
bumping of the head (e.g. Overhead fixed obstacles). These lightweight bump caps 
provide head protection from bumps, bruises, lacerations and scrapes in low 
clearance areas. They are perfect for areas where head protection against falling 
objects isn’t necessary and a safety helmet isn’t required. 
 

Although there is no legislation governing the expected lifespan of bump caps, it is 
strongly recommended that they be replaced at least every two years. Excessive 
wear and tear can drastically reduce this period. Bump caps that have been abused, 
cut or scratched should be discarded immediately. The cost of new head protection 
is far less than the cost of compensation for injury or for an employee who may pay 
with their life because of inadequate protection. 
 

A bump cap is light and comfortable for extended wear.  
 

What IS NOT a bump cap? 
 

Bum cap IS NOT a safety helmet. Safety Helmets (approved to EN397) must be used 
when there is a danger of falling objects, where extreme danger is concerned. 
 

Specifications: 
 Protects head from sweating and provides comfort by air circulation via air 

ventilation holes and the sweat band provided.  
 

 Thanks to the Velcro closure at the back of the cap, it can be adjusted to 
suitably fit to the user’s head. 

 

 A thick sponge is used inside the shell to absorb the possible shock to the 
head. 

 

Application areas: 
Logistics, decorations, warehouses with overhead stocking, municipality & police 
departments, landscaping & garden work, maintenance & repair, railways, 
shipyards, airports, automotive, food & beverage processing, cargo 
transportation, petrol stations, promotional activities and many other 
unmentioned areas, where there is an accidental minor bumping of the head is 
likely to happen. 
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The new face of bump cap 
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